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Introduction
In personal injury PI and wrongful death WD cases, attorneys may consider hiring a
forensic economist (an economist serving as an expert in a legal matter) to calculate the present
value of economic losses, such as from lost earnings. The economist is to assist the court by
providing estimates that are to a reasonable a degree of economic certainty, as the case permits.
Alabama statutes and case law for WD torts only allow for punitive—not
compensatory—damages. 1 When awarding damages, Alabama Pattern Jury Instructions
preclude consideration of “the (pecuniary) (monetary) value of the life of the decedent,” as well
as other financial and pecuniary losses sustained by the survivors of the decedent as a result of
the decedent’s death. 2 Alabama courts acknowledge that this is designed to discourage future
homicides rather than to compensate survivors for pecuniary losses. 3
An important exception to this is for WD torts brought under the 1908 Federal Employers
Liability Act (FELA) for railroad workers and the 1920 Jones Act for maritime workers in
Alabama courts (where Alabama courts and Federal courts have concurrent jurisdiction). In these
cases, compensatory losses for survivors are allowed, so calculating the present value of
economic losses may be important.4 For example, jury instructions for Alabama FELA and
Jones Act cases state that compensatory damages may include, among other things, “(a) benefits
of monetary value, including money, goods and services, that the decedent customarily
contributed to each survivor; (b) decedent’s present and future earnings; (c) other money or
assets the decedent would have received in the future during his lifetime….” 5
Similar to FELA and Jones Act cases, Alabama PI cases allow for compensatory damages for
those injured.6 Alabama Pattern Jury Instruction explicitly mention “loss of earnings” as
permissible compensation,7 potentially necessitating the present value calculation of future
economic losses.
I.

Earnings Capacity

Forensic economists typically measure economic losses from lost earnings using “lost
earnings capacity.” Essentially, the economist will compare earnings capacity before an event, such
as an injury, with earnings capacity after the event. 8 Earnings capacity is an individual’s ability to
earn income when working to their potential, measured by the amount the individual is able to earn. 9
Earnings capacity should not be affected—or reduced—by an individual’s decision to stay home to
care for a child or sick family member (instead of working) or to work a job paying less than the
maximum amount the individual has the ability to earn. 10
Most economists agree that a good measure of earnings capacity is actual earnings. When an
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individual’s past earnings is not deemed to be an accurate reflection of their earnings capacity (or
when information on past earnings is unavailable), the economist may use occupation-specific
average earnings reported by the Bureau of Labor Statistics. This information is available in their
report, Occupational Employment Statistics, for each state and for each metropolitan and
nonmetropolitan area.
As explained above, Alabama courts allow recovery for the pecuniary value of lost earnings
in PI cases and in FELA and Jones Act matters. The appropriate measure in these instances appears
to be lost earnings capacity: “In a personal injury action, a plaintiff is entitled to recover both the
value of the work time lost prior to the trial (“lost earnings”) and the value of the reduction in his
ability to earn a living (“impairment of earning capacity”).” 11 This also illustrates that plaintiffs can
recover back pay—defined as losses from the tort to the trial—and front pay—which are losses
incurred after the trial. The courts, in their instructions to juries, provide factors to consider when
awarding damages for what would reasonably have been earned absent an injury, which include “the
plaintiff’s earning capacity, his earnings, the manner in which he ordinarily occupied his time before
the injury, (and) his inability to pursue his occupation."12 Much the same, in Alabama FELA and
Jones Act cases, lost past and future earnings are recoverable, and earnings capacity is considered. 13
II.

Employment Benefits

Common employment benefits include various types of insurance (e.g., health, dental, vision,
disability) and employer contributions, on behalf of the worker, to retirement funds and government
programs (e.g., Social Security programs, workers’ compensation, and unemployment insurance).
Each has value, so forensic economists often include lost employment benefits as part of economic
losses. 14 The pecuniary value of an individual’s employment benefits could be the amount actually
paid by the employer to provide them. However, this amount may be different than the cost the
individual
(or their survivors) would incur to replace them in the market due to group rates and tax
deductibility. Market quotes could be used to identify the replacement cost for some benefits, such
as health insurance. Alternatively, the economist may identify the value of lost fringe benefits using
national or occupation-specific averages. The Bureau of Labor Statistics regularly provides
information on the cost of employment benefits in their report, “Employer Costs for Employee
Compensation.”15 This is provided separately for civilian, private-industry, and state and local
government workers and for workers by occupation. Currently, the employer cost of fringe benefits
is about 26 percent of wages on average for private-sector workers.16
Alabama courts consider damages from lost employment benefits, but these losses must be
proven to be awarded.17 Alabama statutes do not provide unique instructions for calculating the
value of lost employment benefits, and such losses should likely be treated in the same manner as
lost wage and salary earnings.
III.

Household Services

It might seem that lost household services are recoverable for the same reasons lost earnings
are recoverable, but Alabama statutes and Alabama case law do not mention this source of loss, with
perhaps one exception: parents have been awarded damages for lost services that would have been
provided by an injured minor child in Alabama PI cases. 18 Nevertheless, the pecuniary value of lost
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household services is typically recoverable in many other states and in suits against the United States
government, so this may be an area for Alabama courts to evaluate further. 19 FELA and admiraltymaritime cases filed in Alabama have considered the value of lost household services. 20
Generally, economists understand lost household services to be household chores that would
otherwise have been provided, such as cleaning; cooking; lawn and garden work; shopping and
consumer goods purchasing; household management; and caring and helping other household or
family members. Information on time that otherwise would have been spent providing household
services by the injured party may be unavailable. When this is the case, many forensic economists
project the value of household services using Expectancy Data (2015), which is based on average
time spent on various activities as reported by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics from the American
Time Use Survey and corresponding average occupation and industry wages as reported by the U.S.
Bureau of Labor Statistics’ Occupational Employment Statistics (Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2014a;
2014b).21
IV.

Growth Rates

Earnings typically grow over time with inflation and productivity. Wages would increase
over time with prices to maintain purchasing power, and wages would increase over time as workers
become more productive with the newest and latest technologies. 22 Workers also become more
productive over their careers as they acquire work experience and learn new skills on the job,
although wage growth often slows or stops as workers approach retirement.23
Forensic economists may use an individual’s past rates of earnings increases to project future
earnings growth. However, when information on an individual’s past earnings is not available,
economists may predict future earnings increases using historical growth rates experienced by all or
part of the labor force. The Bureau of Labor Statistics provides this kind of information regularly in
two reports, Employment and Earnings and Employment Cost Index.24 In addition, analysts forecast
earnings growth rates for several federal agencies (the Congressional Budget Office, the Social
Security Advisory Board, and the Economic Report of the President), and these forecasts are
publically available.25
To make the injured party whole, Alabama courts allow awards of front pay to grow over
time with anticipated raises. 26 However, the growth rate to be used is not specified by Alabama
statutes or case law.
V.

Worklife and Life Expectancies

Worklife expectancy is often used when calculating front pay to estimate the number of years
an individual would have remained in the labor force and been employed. Many forensic
economists identify worklife expectancy using tables published by researchers who have projected
worklife expectancies using federal government data, accounting for the probability of living, having
the ability to work (e.g., not disabled), and being willing to work (e.g., not voluntarily leaving the
labor force).27 These researchers typically provide projections separately by age, gender, race, and
education for individuals currently in and not in the labor force. Alternatively, some economists use
the LPE method, which estimates the annual probability an individual would have lived (L),
participated in the labor force (P), and been employed (E). The forensic economist will often tailor
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the probabilities used for the L, P, and E factors for the individual’s gender, race, age, and education.
In still other instances, the forensic economist will project worklife expectancy using a fixed point,
such as the Social Security Normal Retirement Age (NRA), which ranges from 65 to 67 depending
on date of birth.
Alabama courts recognize the appropriateness of examining losses over one’s worklife, 28 but
they state no preference for which methodology to use when approximating the number of remaining
years of employment absent the tort. Alabama statutes mandate that life tables be provided regularly
by the superintendent of insurance.29 These tables are to be used in court, but they are not necessarily
considered conclusive. Alabama Pattern Jury Instructions imply the information these tables provide
may be adjusted for a case’s particular circumstances, 30 and supplemented with additional
information, as illustrated in Alabama case law.31 An economist would likely recognize that
remaining worklife expectancy is less than remaining life expectancy.
VI.

Mitigating Factors

Forensic economists typically assume that those harmed take reasonable actions to limit
damage and offset losses with mitigating factors.32 For example, in PI cases, eventually returning to
work to receive earnings and employment benefits after an injury, when possible, is a primary way
of limiting damage. Economists may also consider deducting collateral sources of income from
losses, as mitigating factors. The intent of this would be to prevent double recovery. However,
deducting collateral sources of income received by the injured party that are not provided or
financed by the defendant may become a windfall for the defendant. Just the opposite, a payment
from a policy financed by the defendant would typically be credited against the liability of the
tortfeasor.
Alabama rules traditionally have made pecuniary benefits from collateral sources other than
the defendant inadmissible.33 However, legislative tort reforms passed in 1987 currently require
collateral medical (and hospital) benefits in cases involving medical expenses to be disclosed but not
necessarily deducted from economic losses. 34 Forensic economists may wish to refrain from
deducting collateral medical benefits when a third-party has subrogation rights to receive
reimbursement from the plaintiff in the event of an award. In Alabama FELA and Jones Act cases,
the injured party has a duty to mitigate.35 However, if the plaintiff does not adequately attempt to
mitigate, then it would be the defendant’s responsibility to establish that. 36
VII.

Personal Maintenance Expenditures

In WD cases, but not PI cases, forensic economists may deduct an amount that the decedent
is projected to have spent on their own consumption, had they lived, from the economic losses. This
amount may be approximated from financial records showing what the decedent actually had been
spending on their own consumption. Unfortunately, detailed and accurate records on an individual’s
consumption are often not available. In these instances, the economist may approximate the
decedent’s own consumption using national consumption averages. The Patton-Nelson tables,
which are published periodically based on Consumer Expenditure data, allow the economist to
approximate the percent of total household income the decedent would have consumed, adjusting for
the decedent’s gender, household size, and household income. 37 It is important to adjust for
household size because individuals consume a smaller portion of household income in larger
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households and some household consumption (e.g., the use of a refrigerator) is common to all
household members. It is important to adjust for household income because the propensity to
consume (but not the level of consumption) decreases with income. These percentages are based on
total household income rather than on the decedent’s earnings because a decedent may have spent
more on their own consumption than they earned using income from other sources. 38
Since only punitive damages are allowed in Alabama WD cases, neither Alabama statutes
nor Alabama case law mention personal consumption deductions. 39 Economists have deducted
consumption expenditures in WD cases with federal guidelines. 40
VIII.

Discount Rate

With rare exceptions, forensic economists discount future losses to their present value to
identify the lump-sum payment—paid in the present—that will grow when invested to the amount
lost earnings and benefits would have been in the future. If the nominal amount of future losses
were paid in the present without discounting, then this payment plus interest when invested would
grow to a larger amount in the future than the losses. Amounts in the more distant future are
discounted by more than losses in the nearer future because a longer period is available over which
to earn interest.
Rates of return are higher on riskier investments (e.g., stocks) than on less risky assets (e.g.,
bonds), all else equal, to compensate the investor for assuming greater risk. Many forensic
economists41—but not all42— intend for those with losses to bear no risk to attain a sufficiently high
rate of return to be made whole from a lump-sum payment made in the present. In turn, most
economists intend to discount using the risk-free rate of return, so that those with losses are not
penalized by incurring risk. Many forensic economists believe that the investment closest to being
risk-free is a U.S. Treasury Security and so will use as their discount rate the rate on a 3-month
Treasury bill, a 10-year Treasury note, or a 30-year Treasury bond or the rates on a mix of treasuries.
Economists may base their discount rate on historical averages, current rates, or forecasted
future rates. Historical averages may be made over the past 20 or 30 years or over a past period
whose length mirrors the period into the future over which losses are projected. Current rates
represent the rates at which a lump-sum payment could be invested today, but current rates may not
accurately reflect future rates.43 Forecasted future rates are inevitably based on historical rates and
are provided by economists for the Social Security Advisory Board, the Congressional Budget
Office, and the Economic Report of the President.44
Some economists use a net discount rate instead of separately incorporating earnings growth
rates and nominal discount rates. A net discount rate is the nominal discount rate (referred to as the
discount rate above) minus the earnings growth rate. In rare instances, economists will use the total
offset method, which assumes wage growth equals the nominal risk-free interest rate, in which case
there is no net discounting.
When awarding future damages (e.g., front pay) in PI cases, Alabama courts are guided by
the present value of future lost earnings. 45 Alabama Pattern Jury Instructions state, “In arriving at
the amount of your award for any loss of [future earnings] [earnings capacity], you should
consider…the present cash value of any loss of [future earnings] [earnings capacity] which you are
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reasonably satisfied from the evidence in the case that plaintiff is reasonably certain to suffer in the
future, as a proximate result of the injury in question. … ‘Present cash value’ means the sum of
money needed now, which, when added to what the sum may reasonably be expected to earn in the
future, will equal such earnings at the time in the future when these earnings would have been
received.”46 However, the specific rate and methodology to use is not currently stipulated or
defined.47,48 The below-market discount rate method for discounting to present value is to be used in
Alabama FELA and Jones Act cases.49
IX.

Interest

Just as economists discount future losses to their present value, economists may add interest
to past losses.50 A lump-sum received today can grow, when invested, to the projected amount lost in
the future, and past losses, if invested, could have grown to a larger amount today. In Alabama,
prejudgment interest may only be awarded when damages are certain.51 Since all damages in
Alabama WD cases are punitive, courts believe it will be rare that prejudgment interest will be
awarded in those cases.52 Economists have included prejudgment interest in Alabama FELA and
admiralty-maritime cases.53
X.

Taxes

Lost earnings in PI and WD cases would otherwise—absent the tort—have been taxed, but
any award for economic damages likely will not be. 54 As a consequence, forensic economists may
deduct projected income taxes from their measure of economic losses. Alabama law does not
address whether income taxes should be incorporated. In some instances (in PI cases), Alabama
courts have held that income taxes need not be deducted.55 However, federal guidance requires
income taxes to be deducted from losses in FELA and Jones Act cases,56 and economists in these
cases filed in Alabama courts have done so. 57
Conclusions
This session will summarize common approaches used by economists to quantify economic
losses. However, the economist must follow the guidance provided by Alabama statutes and
case law. Lawyers should understand relevant Alabama court proceedings to know which
methods are acceptable.
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